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INTRODUCTION
Babies are amazingly smart! The more I spend time with them, the

more I realize howmuch they know and understand.

As we find out more and more about the brain,we are learning

something that we knew all along—that if babies form loving

attachments to adults and have the opportunity and encouragement

to explore and experience their environment, they will be prepared for

learning throughout their lives.

In the first years of life, the brain is busy building its wiring system.

Activity in the brain creates tiny electrical connections called synapses.

The amount of stimulation babies receive has a direct effect on how

many synapses are formed.Repetitive stimulation strengthens these

connections and makes them permanent; connections that don’t get

used eventually die out.

Smart babies don’t need expensive toys. Roll a ball to a baby to

develop his muscle coordination. Sing songs and talk to your baby to

develop her language abilities. Create patterns with cereal boxes or

blocks to develop his math skills.

Facts that researchers from the United States Department of Health

and Human Services and elsewhere have discovered include the

following:

� Babies have a biological need and desire to learn.

� The networking of the brain’s synapses is nearly complete after the

first three years of life.

� The more stimulating experiences you can give your baby, the

more circuitry the brain builds for enhanced learning in the future.
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8 B A B Y S M A R T S

� Babies have a preference for high-contrast images.

� The number of connections in the brain can increase or decrease

by 25% depending on how stimulating the environment is.

� Visual stimulation may enhance your baby’s curiosity,

attentiveness, and concentration.

� Your baby’s best toy is you! Interact with your baby as much as

possible.

The chapters in this book are divided into the following 3-month

periods: birth to 3 months, 3–6 months, 6–9 months, and 9–12 months.

Each chapter outlines the typical developmental milestones for that

age and the games and experiences that develop the skills to reach

those milestones.

If you already play some of these games, this book will remind you

why they are important. In addition, you will find new ideas for games

that you know and ideas for new games and experiences.

Keep the following in mind as you play with your baby:

� Your baby will like certain games more than others. Play the

favorites over and over. Repetition produces growth and

development.

� Stimulate your baby with love and affection by kissing, hugging,

gently touching, and speaking lovingly to her.

� Talk to your baby with expression in your voice.Use words to

describe what your baby might see or experience.

� Respond to your baby’s cries as quickly as possible.This makes him

feel secure and safe.

� Make it easy for your baby to imitate your facial expressions and

the sound of your voice.

� Go for walks, travel to different surroundings, and experience

different places with your baby.A few examples are: strolling up

and down your street to familiarize your baby with the
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surroundings; visiting local landmarks such as parks, grocery stores,

and libraries; and watching people swim, skate, or run.

� Help your baby explore different textures and temperatures.

� Read books to your baby. She will love looking at the pictures and

hearing the sound of your voice.

� Play music and sing.Music stimulates the neurons in the brain that

are used for math and logic.

� Appreciate, love, and respect your baby. Remember that he is

amazingly smart!

Notes from the Author About Interacting with Babies
Playing with a baby is a delightful experience. Babies smile, they

giggle and coo, their eyes are wide open with interest.However, too

much stimulation can overload a baby’s neural circuits, leaving her

crying or unsettled.This is your baby’s way of saying,“I’ve had

enough.”

Signs that playtime or interactions are overwhelming your baby

include when your baby closes his eyes, turns away, tenses up and

arches his back, avoids your gaze, or begins to get irritable.

When feeding your baby, loud background sounds can be distressing

and distracting, and may cause your baby to have indigestion.When

babies are finished eating, they need gentle movements until their

bodies have digested the food.

At bedtime or naptime, singing lullabies, talking softly, and stroking

your baby’s back may help her fall asleep.Avoid any over-stimulating

experiences, such as loud noises and boisterous actions.
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Physical Development
Babies who are up to 3months oldmay
� Hold a rattle

� Lift their head and chestwhen lying on their stomach

� Followmoving objects with their eyes

� Stretch their limbs all the way out

� Want visual stimulation

� See things about 10 inches away

Social-Emotional Development
Babies who are up to 3months oldmay
� Begin to respond to familiar voices

� Stare at objects or faces of people

� React to and be comforted by many kinds of sounds

� Smile at faces

� Like when people or objects touch their skin

Intellectual Development
Babies who are up to 3months oldmay
� Discover their hands and feet

� Enjoy feeling different textures

� Recognize familiar faces and scents

� Be aware of their left and right sides

� Begin to connect sounds with their sources

� Distinguish different voices, qualities, and tone

DEVELOPMENTAL CHARTS
Babies from Birth to 3 Months Old
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Babies from 3–6 Months Old

Physical Development
Babies who are 3–6months oldmay
� Wiggle forward on the floor

� Roll over in both directions

� Grab an object that is near their hands

� Grasp a toy

� Hold their head up for a long time without bobbing

� Play with their hands and feet

� Be aware of many sounds

� Be aware of their arms and legs

Social-Emotional Development
Babies who are 3–6months oldmay
� Babble (“ba-ba”) � Like to play

� Gurgle, coo, and squeal � Smile responsively

� Respond to verbal cues � Like social interaction

� Watch as you move your mouth

� Study faces

� Respond to experiences that stimulate their senses

Intellectual Development
Babies who are 3–6months oldmay
� Be aware that people and things have labels (“Dada”)

� Be developing memory

� Be aware of their environment

� Begin to understand taking turns
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Babies from 6–9 Months Old

Physical Development
Babies who are 6–9months oldmay
� Bang objects together
� Get up on all fours and rock
� Lunge forward or start crawling
� Reach accurately for objects
� Drag objects toward themselves
� Sit with little support

Social-Emotional Development
Babies who are 6–9months oldmay
� Like to be cuddled and � Make two-syllable held sounds

held � Like to look at their reflections
� Jabber and combine in a mirror

syllables � Enjoy dropping things on
� Point at objects purpose
� Want to touch � Enjoy hearing different volumes

everything and pitches of sounds
� Produce a variety of � Enjoy fast and slow rhythms

sounds � Become aware of body sounds
� Enjoy nursery rhymes

Intellectual Development
Babies who are 6–9months oldmay
� Learn the names of body parts
� Study objects
� Analyze what to do with a toy
� Understand object permanence
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Babies from 9–12 Months Old

Physical Development
Babies who are 9–12months oldmay
� Master crawling with their tummy off the ground
� Wiggle, kick, and shake their legs
� Enjoy putting objects into containers
� Pick things up using a pincer grasp
� Have good hand and finger coordination
� Transfer objects fromone hand to the other,and then back
� Enjoy feeling different textures
� Like to roll balls
� Clap their hands or wave bye-bye, if prompted
� Walk with help

Social-Emotional Development
Babies who are 9–12months oldmay
� Say“no”and shake their head � Like to sing
� Like to look at books with you � Laugh at funny things
� Copy and imitate your actions � Say several words

Intellectual Development
Babies who are 9–12months oldmay
� Say“Mama”and“Dada”to the correct person
� Understand the meaning of words in context
� Follow simple directions
� Recognize pictures in books or magazines
� Begin to understand cause and effect
� Understand the meaning of words they hear
� Like to pretend
� Understand the signs that they have learned
� Respond to familiar questions with actions or words
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Physical Development
Babies who are up to 3months oldmay
� Hold a rattle

� Lift their head and chestwhen lying on their stomach

� Followmoving objects with their eyes

� Stretch their limbs all the way out

� Want visual stimulation

� See things about 10 inches away

Social-Emotional Development
Babies who are up to 3months oldmay
� Begin to respond to familiar voices

� Stare at objects or faces of people

� React to and be comforted by many kinds of sounds

� Smile at faces

� Like when people or objects touch their skin

Intellectual Development
Babies who are up to 3months oldmay
� Discover their hands and feet

� Enjoy feeling different textures

� Recognize familiar faces and scents

� Be aware of their left and right sides

� Begin to connect sounds with their sources
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Games and
Experiences to Develop
Babies’ Physical Skills

Gentle Sounds
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

hold a rattle.

� Find toys that make gentle sounds when you move them.

� Move close to your baby and shake or move the toy so it makes a

soft sound.

� The sound will draw your baby’s attention to the toy and he may

reach out his hands to hold the object.

� If you place the toy in his hand he may grasp it.

On the Ball
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

lift their head and chest when lying on their stomach.

� Sit in front of a large inflatable ball.

� Hold your baby securely as you place him on the ball, facing you

with his tummy on the ball so he can lift his head and chest.

� While you continue to hold him securely, gently roll the ball back

and forth a short distance.

� Add to this experience by making funny sounds.

� The motion of the ball is relaxing for your baby and he will enjoy

watching your face as you make funny sounds.
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Fly Away
Developmental milestone: Babies who are up to 3 months old may

lift their head and chest when lying on their stomach.

� Flying games stimulate the parts of the brain that maintain a sense

of balance.

� If your baby can hold his head up without support, his neck

muscles are strong enough for flying games,which babies enjoy

very much.

� Use gentle, controlled lifts to protect your baby’s back and head.

� Say,“Fly, fly, little bird, now it’s time to land.”As you say“fly, fly,”hold

your baby high in the air, and when you say“land,”bring him down

to your chest.

Shake the Rattle
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

followmoving objects with their eyes.

� Slowly move a rattle from left to right so your baby can follow the

rattle with his eyes.

� Notice if your baby stops following the rattle when you get to the

center.

� If your baby stops watching the rattle, shake it gently until he is

focused on the rattle again, then continue to move the rattle to the

right.

� When your baby uses his eyes to focus on something that crosses

the midpoint of the body, this helps wire his brain effectively,

connecting the right and left hemispheres.
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Chop, Chop
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

followmoving objects with their eyes.

� Play this game with your baby by slowly moving your fingers in

front of his eyes.

� Say,“Chickie, chickie, chop, chop”as you open and close your

fingers and move them from one side to the other.

� Say the words three times and then give your baby a gentle kiss.

A Beam of Light
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

followmoving objects with their eyes.

� When the room is dark, shine a beam of light from a flashlight on

an object in the room.

� Sing your baby’s favorite song as you slowly move the beam of

light to the rhythm of the song.

� This game develops your baby’s ability to track moving objects.

Moving Fingers
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

followmoving objects with their eyes.

� When your baby is alert and relaxed, place him on his back.

� Bring your right hand in front of his eyes and slowly bend your

index finger up and down, followed by the middle finger, then the

fourth finger, and then the little finger.
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� When he notices your fingers,move them slowly from left to right.

He should be following your fingers with his eyes.

� This game develops your baby’s tracking skills.

Up and Down
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

followmoving objects with their eyes.

� When you notice that your baby is focused on a toy, slowly move it

up and down and back and forth to develop his tracking skills.This

also develops the neck muscles.

� As you move the toy around, say,“Watch the toy, up and down.

Watch the toy, ’round and ’round.Up and down, ’round and ’round.

Watch the toy, stop!”

� When you say“stop,”hold the toy still.

Exercise!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

stretch their limbs all the way out.

� Exercise your baby’s leg muscles.

� Place your baby on his back on a comfortable surface.

� Cup his feet in the palms of your hands and gently move his legs

up and down, and then side to side in a circular motion.
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Go Outside
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

want visual stimulation.

� A great way to offer your baby some visual stimulation is to take

your baby outside.

� Sit with him as he enjoys watching the wind blow the leaves on a

tree,watching the interplay of light and shadow,or seeing birds

and airplanes in the sky.

� Talk to him about what he may be noticing.

I See You!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

want visual stimulation.

� Place your baby in new places and new positions so he can see you

from different angles.

� Place your baby where he can see you and say,“Hello, sweet baby. I

love you.”

� As you say the words, do different things with your body. Sit down

on the floor, put your head between your legs with your back to

your baby, or move your arms in different ways.

� Your baby will need to search his surrounding to find the source of

your words.This will challenge and stimulate him.
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Smile!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

want visual stimulation.

� Hold your baby with both hands, supporting his back and head.

� Keep your hands in a stationary position as you slowly move your

head from side to side.

� Be sure that you are making eye contact with your baby at all

times.

� Move your head to one side.As you move to the other side, stop at

the midline and smile.Then,move to the other side.

� Continue going back and forth with a smile at the midline.

� Now try winking at the midline and see if your baby will try to

copy you.

I Like This View!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

see things about 10 inches away.

� Place your baby in new places and new positions so that he can

see you and others from different angles.

� Some different places could be on the floor, in front of a window,or

propped up on pillows.
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Games and
Experiences to Develop
Babies’ Social-Emotional Skills

Sing-Song Voice
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to respond to familiar voices.

� Hold your baby and talk to him using a sing-song voice.

� Say simple things that you notice about your baby or about the

surroundings.“Here are your ears.”“I see your nose.”“I’m going to

kiss your cheek.”“Look at this yellow book.”

� This game is a great language developer.

When Will the Kisses Come?
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to respond to familiar voices.

� According to Jack Nitschke, a neuroscientist and assistant professor

of psychiatry and psychology at the University ofWisconsin at

Madison,when you speak to your baby in an animated voice, you

are stimulating the orbitofrontal cortex of his brain,which is

important in the development of attachment.

� To develop the orbitofrontal part of the brain, play this game with

your baby.

� Say the following in an animated voice, accenting the beginning“F”

sounds,“Fee, fi, fo, fum,when will the kisses come?”and then give

your baby lots of kisses.

� Repeat, accenting the same sound or another beginning sound.
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Bedtime Singing and Signing
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to respond to familiar voices.

� There is no voice in the world that your baby likes more than yours.

Sing him your favorite lullaby, or simply sing your favorite tune in a

slow, soothing way.

� Rock him or stand and gently sway as you sing.He will be relaxed

but still awake.

� Also sign the word bed as you tell him“Time

for bed. ” (See sign on the right.) Your sweet

song will become an important part of your

bedtime ritual and help him to transition to

slumber.

� The sign for bed will also have more

meaning if consistently paired with your

special bedtime routines.

High or Low?
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to respond to familiar voices.

� Sit comfortably with your baby about 10 inches in front of you.

� Call his name several times, using different voices from high to low.

� Pause for a moment each time you say his name.

� Watch his face for responses.Does he move or look at you intently

when you use a high voice or a low voice? Does he kick his legs

excitedly when you use a high voice or a low voice?

� His responses will indicate which voice you should use with him.

BED/SLEEP
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Rhymes Are Fun
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to respond to familiar voices.

� Nursery rhymes are a wonderful way to introduce babies to

rhythmic patterns,which present language in a way that is easy to

understand.

� Pick your favorite rhymes, such as“One,Two, Buckle My Shoe”or

“Jack and Jill.”

� As you hold your baby close, say the rhymes and rock back and forth.

Talk to Me!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to respond to familiar voices.

� Babies enjoy hearing the voices of the people around them.

� When you talk to a baby, you stimulate the development of the

hearing center in the brain.The longer and more you talk with your

baby, the more neuron-to-neuron connections occur.According to

Dr. Barbara Davis and Dr. Peter MacNeilage of the University of

Texas at Austin, these connections at the hearing center of the

brain build a foundation for a baby’s first word.

� Use everyday experiences as opportunities to talk with your baby.

For example,when you are changing his diaper, describe what you

are doing. Show him the diaper. Smile and say,“This is your diaper. I

am going to put it on you.”When you are finished changing his

diaper, say,“All done!”Or when you are bathing him,describe what

you are doing.

� How you speak to your baby, including the words and inflections
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you use, is also important.Here are a few ideas:

� Change the tone and volume of your voice for emphasis.

� Speak slowly. Pause between each phrase or short sentence.

� Give your baby a chance to“talk” to you with his eyes by being

quiet for a minute or two.

� Repeat words or phrases. For example, say,“I am going to give

you a bath” in a voice that shows enthusiasm. Emphasize the

word“bath.”Say,“A bath is so much fun!”continuing to show

enthusiasm and emphasizing the word“bath.”When you place

your baby in the water, say,“The water in the bath feels so nice”

in a soft, gentle voice still emphasizing the word“bath.”

Ah, Boo!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to respond to familiar voices.

� Babies who develop a strong attachment to their daily caregivers,

which includes both parents and caregivers, are likely to develop

into happy and secure children.

� The following is an enjoyable way to foster intimacy and

attachment:Hold your baby at eye level and touch his forehead to

yours very gently. As you touch foreheads, say,“Ah, boo!”

� When you say“Boo,”move your forehead away from your baby’s

forehead and smile at him.

� You can also extend the word“ah”to“ahhhhhh.”

� Your baby will love this game, and you will love the connections

between you and your baby that the game creates.
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Follow the Colors
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

stare at objects or faces of people.

� A baby’s visual range is limited at birth.The colors that babies see

are also limited.At first, the colors that they see best are red,white,

and black.

� Draw black and red shapes on white paper or a white paper plate.

� Your baby will delight in looking at these shapes.

� Slowly move the plate in different directions so that your baby can

follow the colors.

Bright Colors
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

stare at objects or faces of people.

� Include in the environment brightly colored objects and toys.

� Your baby will enjoy looking at these objects.

� Brightly colored toys or toys with contrasting colors will stimulate

his brain.

Happy Face Peek-a-Boo
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

stare at objects or faces of people.

� This peek-a-boo gamemakes babies more aware of faces. It also

introduces the concept of front and back.

� Draw a face on the front of a white paper plate.You can also paste

a picture of a face on the plate.
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� Hold the face in front of your baby at a comfortable distance and

say,“Happy face, happy face.”

� Now show your baby the back of the plate with nothing on it.

� Turn the plate back and say,“Peek-a-boo

baby!” in an enthusiastic voice.

� Repeat until your baby tires of the

experience.

Beginning Bonding
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up

to 3 months old may stare at objects or faces of

people.

� Using sign language with babies at this

stage helps them learn to focus on the face

and hands of the person making the sign.

� Practice making signs and then use signs

with your baby. It will enhance your baby’s

conversation skills and your ability and

confidence to use signs.

� The combination of your voice, facial expressions, and hand

motions will fascinate your child, and nurture the love that is

blossoming between you.

� When you say“eat”or “sleep,”accompany the words with the signs

to“talk”about your baby’s two basic needs.

Note: Once your baby begins to use the sign for the word sleep

(typically at around 9 months to 1 year of age), he may place one or

both hands on his head and tap several times.He may also use the

sign for “tired”as well, as their meanings are interchangeable to a

young child.
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I Can Do It Too!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

stare at objects or faces of people.

� Babies love to mimic your changing facial expressions.

� With both of your hands supporting your baby’s back and head,

bring your face about 10 inches from his eyes.

� Blink your eyes. Repeat several times, pausing each time.

� Notice if he blinks his eyes.

� Try sticking out your tongue and see if he will copy you.

� The mirroring in this game develops your baby’s self-awareness.

Look into My Eyes
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

stare at objects or faces of people.

� When your newborn’s eyes are open,move your face close to his

and look into his eyes.

� Each time he looks at you, he is developing his memory skills.

� As you look into his eyes, softly speak a few words.

Rock Your Baby
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

react to and be comforted by many kinds of sounds.

� Gently rock your baby to the sounds of soothing music.

� Hold your baby and dance slowly with him.

� This type of movement is very soothing because it is similar to

what he experienced in the womb.

B A B Y S M A R T S
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Rhythmic Sounds
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

react to and be comforted by many kinds of sounds.

� Music and rhythmic sounds are comforting to newborn babies.

� Noises such as a vacuum cleaner or a car engine have been known

to be calming to some babies.

� It is said that these sounds may be linked to infants’ recollections of

the comfort of hearing their mothers’heartbeats in the womb.

� Try different sounds to see what soothes your baby. Some sounds

that you could try are singing a melody with the word“la,”

snapping your fingers, or clicking your tongue.

Nurturing Rituals
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

react to and be comforted by many kinds of sounds.

� Nurturing rituals make your baby feel secure while developing

your baby’s sense of trust (knowing that the same thing will

happen each day).

� Nurture your baby by touching, talking to, smiling at, or singing to

him when you are feeding, diapering, or bathing him.
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Soothing Music
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

react to and be comforted by many kinds of sounds.

� Playing classical music for your baby (or for you) is a lovely

experience.

� Many researchers believe that babies can hear from about 7

months in utero.

� Most babies and young children are calmed by lullabies.

� Sing a lullaby every night and you will calm your baby and create a

bond that will last forever.

I Love Your Face!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

smile at faces.

� Faces are very interesting and babies will delight in exploring your

face, especially if the mouth on your face is making all sorts of

funny noises and shapes!

� Move your face close to your baby’s so he can reach out and grab

your nose.

Sample provided by iActiveLearning.com, all rights reserved.
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Bumblebee, Bumblebee
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

like when people or objects touch their skin.

� This is a good game to play at diaper-changing time.

� Take your index finger and make a circle in the air. Come closer and

closer to your baby as you say,“Bumblebee, bumblebee, straight

from the farm—buzz, buzz, buzz under your arm.”

� Make a buzzing sound and nuzzle your baby under the arm.

Up and Down My Back
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

like when people or objects touch their skin.

� Place your baby on his back on the floor.

� Take a small, soft ball and roll it up and down his body.

� Now turn him on his tummy and roll the ball up and down his

back.

� You can also roll the ball in a circular motion on both his back and

his tummy.

� This is a very pleasant experience for your baby.
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Gentle Touch
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

like when people or objects touch their skin.

� Touch is a very important sense that impacts babies’ cognitive

development, sociability, ability to withstand stress, and

immunological development.According to

www.johnsonbaby.com, infants who are handled gently and

carefully, as opposed to being tickled or poked, spend more time

making eye contact, smiling, and vocalizing and less time crying.

� Althoughmost infants enjoy gentle touching,preferences will vary

from infant to infant.

� Explore different types of touch, such as stroking, bouncing, and so

on, to see which types of touch your baby prefers.

� It is also good to take your baby’s hand and stroke it on your face.

Experiences that have an element of touch help develop a bond

with your baby.

Soft Air
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

like when people or objects touch their skin.

� An interesting way to touch your baby is to use a straw and blow

your warm breath on different parts of his body.

� Blow on your baby’s arm and say,“I am blowing on your arm.”Blow

on his tummy and say,“I am blowing on your tummy.”

� This game helps your baby begin to learn about the different parts

of his body.

Sample provided by iActiveLearning.com, all rights reserved.
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Hugging, Snuggling, and Kissing
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

like when people or objects touch their skin.

� Hugging, snuggling, and kissing stimulate your baby’s senses.

� When your baby feels the warmth of a human body next to his, he

develops a sense of security and confidence to try new things.

Milk Sign
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

like when people or objects touch their skin.

� Use the sign formilk to refer to either mother’s milk or formula.This

is an important sign because milk is the only source of nutrition for

babies at this stage.

� Hold your baby in your arms and show him themilk sign as you say

the word“milk.”

� Ask him if he wants milk as you gently cup your hand around his to

give his hand a gentle squeeze.This gentle motion is how your

child first experiences sign language: by feeling your hands on his

shaping the gestures.

� Provide milk for your baby after you say and

sign theword so that he learns that theword

milk is what you call his favorite food group!

� Use this signwhenever you say thewordmilk.

Note: Once your baby begins to use the

sign (typically at around 9 months to 1 year

of age), he may imitate your sign formilk by opening and closing

his hand several times.
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Games and
Experiences to Develop
Babies’ Intellectual/Thinking Skills

B A B Y S M A R T S

I Love My Hand!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

discover their hands and feet.

� At about 2 months, your baby may begin to look at his hand for a

sustained period of time. Some experts call this “hand regard.”

� Use a nontoxic marker to draw a simple black-and-white pattern

on a mitten.

� If you put this mitten on his hand he may stare at it longer than a

mitten without a pattern.

Jack in the Box
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

discover their hands and feet.

� The following is a playful way to interact with your baby.

� When you have your baby’s attention,make a fist with your right

hand and hide your thumb inside. Say,“Jack in the box, Jack in the

box.”

� Knock on your fist with your other hand and say,“Wake up,wake

up! Someone is knocking, knock, knock, knock!”

� Pop your thumb out from inside your fist and say,“Hello, Jack, how

are you?”

� Repeat,moving his hands to the words.

� Moving your baby’s fingers and thumbs is a good way to develop

his fine motor skills.

Sample provided by iActiveLearning.com, all rights reserved.
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Socks on My Hands, Socks on My Feet
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

discover their hands and feet.

� Put colored socks on baby’s hands and feet.

� The bright colors of the socks will engage your baby’s interest.He

will look at the colors of the socks and may try to put the socks in

his mouth.

� A sock with a pattern is also wonderful for stimulating your baby’s

vision.

Five Fingers
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

discover their hands and feet.

� Say the following as you hold and kiss each individual finger.

Thumbkin (thumb)

Peter-Pointer (index finger)

Long and Lanky (middle finger)

Hanky-Panky (ring finger)

Pinky-Pinky-Pinky-Winky (smallest finger)

� Say,“All done!”and then take your baby’s hand and kiss it.

Sample provided by iActiveLearning.com, all rights reserved.
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Reach for the Toy
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

discover their hands and feet.

� Place your baby on his back.

� Hold a brightly colored toy over his chest within his reach.

� Encourage him to reach up to get the toy.

� He will delight in bringing the toy closer to his face to study it

better.

Tap a Rhythm
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

discover their hands and feet.

� This experience helps your baby“feel”a simple rhythm.

� According to Jessica Phillips-Silver and Laurel J.Trainor in Feeling

the Beat,babies experience music using one or more of their

senses. For example, babies might hear the words and feel the

beat.

� Place your baby on his back in a place that is safe.

� Alternately,gently tap the bottoms of your baby’s feet to any song

with a simple rhythm such as“Twinkle,Twinkle, Little Star.”

Sample provided by iActiveLearning.com, all rights reserved.
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Touch and Feel
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

enjoy feeling different textures.

� Provide interesting objects for your baby to feel, touch,mouth, and

explore.

� Guide your baby’s hand to touch common household items, such

as soft scarves, cold metal bowls, and wet washcloths.As your baby

develops, he can learn to do this on his own.

Who Is It?
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

recognize familiar faces and scents.

� Sit your baby in an infant seat and then sit directly in front of him.

� Put a hat on your head, such as a baseball cap, a clown hat, or even

a pair of ear muffs.

� Take the hat off and say,“Look, it’s me!”Repeat several times.

� Lean forward toward your baby and see if he wants to try to pull

off the hat.
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A World of Smells
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

recognize familiar faces and scents.

� A baby’s sense of smell is well developed at birth.Within hours after

birth,babies respondmuch like adults to a variety of odors.For

example, infants prefer and smile at odors like bananas and vanilla.

� Infants soon begin to develop preferences for certain smells.They

prefer the smell of their mothers to the smell of other women.

� Studies, such as the one by Cindy McGaha of Appalachian State

University, show that infants select and manipulate a vanilla-

scented toy more frequently than unscented toys.

� Your baby’s reaction to smells will help you learn what he finds

pleasant.Note whether your baby smiles and coos in response to a

scent or turns his head away.

� Use your baby’s preferences for certain smells to make experiences

and objects more engaging for infants. If a toy is scented with an

odor that is pleasing to your infant, he will want to touch it, grasp it,

and investigate it in many ways.

Left and Right
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

be aware of their left and right sides.

� Developing an awareness of left and right can begin at a very early

age.

� Place your baby face down on a blanket on the floor.Use his name

in a sentence, such as“Hi, Nathan! You have bright blue eyes.”

Sample provided by iActiveLearning.com, all rights reserved.
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� If he raises his head, repeat the same words on the left side of his

face, then in front of him, and then on the right side of his face.

� Gently turn him over on his back and repeat, starting on the left

side again.

Arms and Legs
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

be aware of their left and right sides.

� When your baby is on his back, take his left arm and gently stretch

it out to the side.Now do the same to his right arm. If he keeps his

arms out to the side, it means that he is aware of his arms. If they

curl back, he hasn’t developed awareness yet.

� Do the same with your baby’s legs. Starting on the left side,move

the leg out to the side.Always start with the left and then the right.

(This is a very subtle way to introduce the fact that we read from

the left to the right.)

� As you are doing this, describe what you are doing. For example,“I

ammoving your left arm out to the side.”

My Favorite Sound
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to connect sounds with their sources.

� A newborn’s favorite sound is the human voice.

� Talk with your baby about what you see around you and what you

are doing.“Now I’m going to take off your wet diaper.”“I see a red

ball on the floor.”

� The more words a baby hears, the more vocabulary he will develop.
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Sounds I Like
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to connect sounds with their sources.

� Notice the kind of sounds your baby likes best.

� Some infants love music with strong beats,while others prefer

softer melodies.

� Don’t be shy about singing.No matter how in or out of tune you

sing, your baby will like your voice best of all.

� Vary your voice from high pitches to low pitches and from fast

speech to slow speech. Explore additional sounds you can produce.

� Notice your baby’s response when you crumple or tear paper,

knock on a door or floor, turn on the faucet, turn on the washing

machine, or make other familiar sounds.

Jingle the Bells
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

begin to connect sounds with their sources.

� The following develops your baby’s auditory awareness in addition

to being a lovely bonding experience.

Note: You will need some jingle bells to play this game.

� Hold your baby in your arms and jingle the bells near his face.

� When you are sure that he is listening to the sound,move the bells

to the left side of his face and jingle them again.

� If he does not move his head to follow the sound, you can move it

for him.

Sample provided by iActiveLearning.com, all rights reserved.
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� Repeat, jingling the bells back and forth first on the left and then

on the right.When you feel that he is able to identify where the

sound is, jingle them up above his head to encourage him to lift his

head upward toward the sound.

Songs and Rhymes
Developmental milestone:Babies who are up to 3 months old may

distinguish different voices, qualities, and tone.

� From time to time throughout the day, sing or recite a poem.

� Hold your baby so he can watch your face.

� Pick a song or rhyme that enables you to use your baby’s name. For

example, if you sing“Do You know the Muffin Man?”substitute

“muffin man”with your baby’s name.

� Other suggestions include“This Old Man,”“Itsy Bitsy Spider,”and

“Little Miss Muffet.”
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Physical Development
Babies who are 3–6months oldmay
� Wiggle forward on the floor

� Roll over in both directions

� Grab an object that is near their hands

� Grasp a toy

� Hold their head up for a long time without bobbing

� Play with their hands and feet

� Be aware of many sounds

� Be aware of their arms and legs

Social-Emotional Development
Babies who are 3–6months oldmay
� Babble (“ba-ba”) � Like to play

� Gurgle, coo, and squeal � Smile responsively

� Respond to verbal cues � Like social interaction

� Watch as you move your mouth

� Study faces

� Respond to experiences that stimulate their senses

Intellectual Development
Babies who are 3–6months oldmay
� Be aware that people and things have labels (“Dada”)

� Be developing memory

� Be aware of their environment

� Begin to understand taking turns
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Crawling
Developmental milestone:Babies who are 3–6 months old may

wiggle forward on the floor.

� This experience gives your baby practice for crawling.

� Place your baby on her tummy on a carpeted or nonslippery floor

surface.

� Place one of her favorite toys on the ground a few inches from her

head.

� Press your hands against her feet.Your baby will push against the

pressure, causing her to move forward a few inches toward the toy.

� Keep moving the toy and pushing against her feet.

� Before you know it, she will be half way across the room!

Get That Toy!
Developmental milestone:Babies who are 3–6 months old may

wiggle forward on the floor.

� Give your baby time on her tummy so she can exercise her neck

muscles and begin to reach for objects in an attempt to crawl.

� While she is on her tummy,put a toy in front of her so that she can

reach out to get the toy.Try several different toys and let her be

successful in reaching them.

� Next, put the toy just a little out of reach so that she will have to

move to get the toy. If it is too hard for her, then physically move

her to the toy.

� This game develops your baby’s coordination.

Games and
Experiences to Develop
Babies’ Physical Skills
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